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Scientists are regarding this Spirulina as food
for the future.

Rural Banking
Spirulina Farming
A profitable agribusiness

What is Spirulina farming process?
It can be grown in any closed environment with
availability of water. Minimum Temperature
required for its growth is 17 degree and best
temperature to grow is 30 to 35 degree Celsius.
A substantial amount of sunlight is also
required for its effective growth.

What is spirulina farming?
It is said that 10 grams of Spirulina is as
healthier as1000grams of carrot or spinach.
Spirulina has a high amount of protein content
with 60-70% of its dry weight consisting of a
balanced mixture of numerous essential amino
acids. It is highly riches in carotene, Vitamin
B12, and many other nutrients. It is very easy
to digest as it has no cell membrane.

For growing spirulina, container or jar or pool is
required and this container should be
transparent so that required amount of sunlight
can fall on it. Commercial farming requires one
separate pond for rearing it as seed. In the
Indoors, it can be placed in front of a window
otherwise we have to use lights on top of it.

Spirulina serving improves the physical growth,
immunity and it also develops thinking ability. It
is highly effective in fighting HIV AIDS, arsenic
poisoning etc. It is often consumed directly as a
paste. It is also used in pharmaceutical and
combined with numerous food products like
rice, milk product, energy bars, candy, noodles,
etc.

Spirulina mainly requires water and nutrients to
grow. It needs water that is alkaline in nature
with pH ranging from 8 to 11. We can use water
from a creek, salt water, de-chlorinated water
or rainwater. As long as water isn’t heavily
impure with significant metals or different
toxins,
it
will
work
fine.

What are advantages of Spirulina farming?
It is a rich source of protein food.
It can supplement food on a regular basis.
It provides all the essential proteins necessary
for the body.
Astronauts use Carolina as their food
supplement in their space travel
It also helps in improving the immune system of
the human body.

We can take a portion of Spirulina culture from
somewhere to grow it on our own. Spirulina
Starter culture can be bought through online
stores or through local health food stores. It
generally comes in a bottle with live Spirulina in
water. For proper growth, add 30 grams of
1
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spirulina for every 10 liters of water. It has to be
stirred to maximize the reach of light in the
complete growing culture. This can also be
done with a long spoon or with a stick or by
installing a pump with a bubbler. After
concerning 3 to 6 weeks of growth, Spirulina
can be harvested.

HR Management
The Future of Work: The Intersection
of Artificial Intelligence and Human
Resource

For harvesting it require some screen with a
really fine mesh of about 50 microns in
diameter or less. Alternatively, natural silk cloth
or some aquarium nets can be used. This is
often used to strain the Spirulina out of the
water. An oversized cup is additionally handy to
scoop the water into the mesh. Each time we
harvest Spirulina, we have to refill the nutrients
in main culture. Like if we are taking out one
tablespoon of Spirulina we have to add one
tablespoon of a nutrient mixture into to the
culture.

Artificial intelligence is transforming our lives at
home and at work. Artificial Intelligence (AI) is
an ever-more present innovation in our society.
From domestic gadgets to life-saving
healthcare technology. Man’s innovation is
changing our lives at home, at work and
everywhere. At home, we might be one of the
several million individuals who utilize Amazon's
Alexa to control the lights, open our vehicle, or
for your mundane things. Artificial intelligence
(AI) has been changing our lives for decades,
but today its presence is bigger than ever
before. AI is affecting human life on all kinds of
levels like the automation of tedious, timeconsuming tasks, the augmentation of human
capabilities and the amplification of human
functions.

Is Spirulina Farming Profitable?
It is a profitable farming. It requires very low
investment and the market price of spirulina
paste is very good. It can be sold at Market
price of Rs 1000 per kilogram. Its price is high
because it is rich in vitamins and nutrients. It
can be also used in medicinal and
therapeutically purposes. For setting up a
Spirulina farm in 1 acres of land, it requires an
investment of approximately Rs2.00 lakhs and
the yield will be more than Rs1.00 lakh
monthly.

AI is everywhere today, and there are many
aspects to consider as to how it will impact the
future of work. AI-enhanced productivity is
starting to threaten white-collar jobs as well.
And it’s going to impact most of the common
professions like lawyers, HR, teachers, traders,
sales, marketing, researchers, accountants,
software developers, etc.

Conclusion:
Spirulina Growing is very easy task and it not
requires much investment. It is a healthy choice
and has significance in making up of pills. It is
high source of Vitamins. So, this farming is a
healthy as well as cheaper choice of farming.
Jalendra Singh
Faculty, Staff College Kolkata
------------------------------------------------------------2
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technology for HR functions can enhance and
personalize their experience.
AI has the potential to bring more individuals
into the workplace: It’s estimated that machines
will create 58 million net new jobs by 2022.

AI has the capacity to make decisions in realtime, based on pre-installed algorithms and
efficient computing technologies. With an HR
department encompassing the human element
and AI, companies can provide an enhanced
experience for their candidates and employees.

The Future of Work
In the workplace, artificial intelligence is
evolving into an intelligent assistant to help us
work smarter. Artificial intelligence is not
the future of the work place; it is the
present and happening today. IBM and a
number of start ups are targeting intelligent
assistants, also known as chatbots, or
computer algorithms designed to simulate a
human conversation, to recruit employees,
answer HR questions, or personalize learning
experiences. AI is continuously evolving.
Investments are increasing yearly for this
incredibly adaptable machinery brain.

The Human Resource department will also
witness the influence of AI. HR professionals
understand the importance of optimizing the
combination of the human mind and machine
learning for a seamless workflow and intuitive
work environment.AI can help businesses
understand their target market and promote
result-oriented sales strategies.

Task automation
Artificial intelligence in HR has many uses, but
one of the primary applications represents lowrisk, repetitive, and trifling tasks. In an age of
fast and ultrafast information, promptness is a
highly-desired trait to all of us. It’s now or
never; that’s why companies invest in AI
chatbots to reach instant customer service.

Artificial intelligence (AI) is quickly becoming a
workplace mainstay. A growing number of
organizations are embracing these new
technologies and it is predicted that one in five
workers will have AI as an integrated assistant
at work by 2022. Numerous HR functions can
be improved with technology, especially tasks
related to recruitment and talent acquisition.
More than one-third of consumers who use
social media to voice an opinion about a brand
expect a response in fewer than 30 minutes.

Computer based intelligence in Our Lives
and in Our Workplaces
For workers, chatbots convey an unequalled
degree of representative experience, from
constant responses for HR inquiries to
customized learning and advancement.
Chatbots to improve Talent Acquisition
Ability obtaining and new contract on-boarding
are ready zones where keen partners can tap
numerous information sources to create
applicant profiles, plan meetings, and settle on

Employees today tend to seek a similar
consumer-driven atmosphere within the
workplace. Making use of the available
3
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choices
about
competitors.

imminent

AI is the ability of machines to imitate human
intelligence. AI technology allows machines to
learn and adapt automatically based on the
data analysis to provide more refined
responses to the situations. So, the question is
how AI impacts Human Resource, a
department that relies on its human factor.

employment

AI and automation of HR
Artificial intelligence is present in virtually every
major industry from healthcare to advertising,
transportation, finance, legal, education, and
now also inside our workplaces. For example to
assist us in finding new jobs, answer FAQs, or
receive coaching and mentoring. The use of
artificial intelligence in organizations could help
us to create a more seamless, more flexible,
and more user-driven employee experience.

AI-based chatbots can communicate with
potential candidates and match their profiles
against the position requirements. It will narrow
down the list to only those aspirants that fit the
job description. The AI-enabled systems will
then schedule interviews and hire the top
applicants.

Amazon
Alexa, Siri, Google
Now
and Cortana are all intelligent digital personal
assistants on various platforms. Self - driving
cars are getting more efficient. Google’s
‘Waymo’ and Tesla’s ‘Autopilot’ features are
two good examples. Spotify uses deep learning
to create the ultimate personalized playlist and
suggest new music based on the user’s prior
listening behaviour. Paradox uses Olivia as an
AI assistant that allows it to focus on the entire
candidate management. While VCV is an AIpowered Robot-Recruiter that searches for
candidates; it calls them with questions using
voice recognition, and then invites them to
record a video interview.

On-boarding
On-boarding is a vital part of improving
employee retention rates and increasing HR
productivity. One study by Click On-boarding
states that there is a higher probability of
employees staying with a company long-term if
they experience a superior on-boarding. It
allows customization of the process to cater to
individual employees and their respective
positions explaining job profile, duties, and
benefits. Relevant and important contacts
within the company. Answering frequently
asked questions by new employees and
Document verifications etc.

HR leaders will need to begin experimenting
with all facets of AI to deliver value to their
organizations. HR leaders are beginning to pilot
AI to deliver greater value to the organization
by using, for example, chatbots for recruiting,
employee services, employee development,
and coaching. Recruiting and talent acquisition
are the areas where AI solutions are most
effective. There is a growing number of start
ups and service providers who target HR with
artificial intelligence-based solutions for
activities

Decision-Making in Administrative Tasks
The Human Resource department is
responsible for the mental, emotional wellbeing of an employee apart from their work
contributions. AI-enabled systems will take over
the task of observing and analyzing employees’
mood before and after a client call. The HR can
then decide if the individual needs a break or
can continue.

4
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harsh glare and heating during the scorching
summer months.
How AI can improve HR
Three areas in which HR professionals are
starting to leverage the power of cognitive
computing are talent acquisition, talent
development and HR operations. Today’s
employees must be able to navigate the digital
world, which includes accessing and drawing
insights from volumes of new data. In addition,
the workplace has become global and virtual,
driving a need to optimize resources in different
geographies. And ultimately, there has been an
important shift in the expectations of the
workforce.

AI-based software can automate repetitive,
administrative tasks. It can play a role in HR
strategy, employee management, analysis of
company policies and practices, manage
payrolls, and more. It can automate the work
force, investigate corporate compliance, and
litigation strategies. Work in today’s MNCs is
knowledge-intensive and relies heavily on the
interface between AI-enabled technology and
employees. Contemporary MNCs not only
focus
on
developing
physical
and
organizational capital but also on developing
human capital which is of utmost importance for
organizational sustainability and success.

In the era of AI, employees need to construct
existing skills and cultivate new ones to remain
employable and competitive.
N.Jaya Visalakshi
Faculty, STC Trichy
---------------------------------------------------------------

Mental health has become one of the biggest
challenges for employees and employers in
2020. As many workers struggle to manage an
evolving work dynamic amid a global
pandemic, organizations must prioritize mental
health to avoid a decline in productivity and
prevent burnout.

FX Management
Currency Hedging
Foreign currency derivative markets are among
the largest in the world yet their role in
emerging markets is relatively understudied. To
get clear picture of foreign currency derivative
role in firms’ of emerging markets currency risk
exposure and their hedging choices with firmlevel information on sales, international trade,
trade credits, and debt is very important.

The Next Gen Workspace: Intersection Of AI
And Human Intelligence
This rapid workplace change is technology,
which has created a sophisticated environment
where tasks can be carried out quicker and
easier, while also mimicking some of the
amenities of home and leisure at work.
Windows infused with artificial intelligence are
one of the latest developments landlords are
offering in exchange for premium rent. These
ultra-modern smart windows automatically tint
depending on the amount of sun, preventing

The use of foreign currency in trade and
finance is prevalent in emerging markets
economies .Foreign currency dominance can
be a prominent source of risk associated to
currency mismatches in cash flows and
balance sheets rendering countries susceptible
5
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4. Firms are more likely to pay larger premiums
for longer maturity contracts. It shows that a
negative supply shock reducing the liquidity of
FX derivatives to firms lowers firms use of FX
derivatives and increases the forward premium.

to changes in market sentiment, sudden stops
and currency crises. Foreign exchange
derivative contracts allow firms the possibility to
hedge currency risk. FX derivative market has
seen an impressive development over the last
decades surpassing spot transactions both in
advanced and emerging economies.

Hedging can add value to the firm because of
the presence of different types of capital market
imperfections: financial frictions, information
asymmetries between management and
stockholders, transaction costs, management
ownership of firms’ shares, and convex tax
schedules. Operational hedging measured by
geographic
dispersion
(number
of
countries/regions of operation) is not a good
substitute for financial hedging. Firms that use
FX derivatives are larger and hedging is partial,
which points in the direction of fixed costs to
risk management.

The trends visible from studies of emerging
markets revealed following outcomes
1. Firms engaging in international trade and
borrowing in foreign currency are significantly
exposed to the currency risk, as the use of
“natural hedging” is limited.
Four, firms tend to hedge larger amounts and
pay extra for longer maturities.
foreign-currency future claims and liabilities are
only slightly correlated suggesting that firms do
not match these cash flows in foreign currency
to be “naturally hedged”.
2. Firms that employ FX derivatives are larger
in terms of employment, sales, debt, export and
imports and these firms in international trade
use trade credits and are more likely to use FX
derivatives also. Generally one percent
increase in trade credit due to exports leads to
a 2.4% increase in the probability of employing
FX derivatives and trade credit due to imports
increases this probability by 5%.

Firms with international trade and debt
exposure do not fully exploit natural hedges
and firms use financial derivatives to partially
hedge gross positions. Timing of operational
and financial milestones starting from signing of
a contract, sale and delivery of a product or
service, and payments in day to day operation
of a firm, is key to understanding its foreign
currency risk exposure. This refers not only to
foreign currency cash-flows but also domestic
currency obligations. Longer deliveries and
transportation
times
in
international
transactions exacerbate these differences,
increasing the need for working capital and
they matter for cash flow management. Thus,

3. At the intensive margin firms tend not to
hedge net trade credit by using FX derivatives
but instead hedge their gross trade position in
exports and imports. These results suggest that
firms tend to buy USD forward when imports
are financed through trade credit and—perhaps
more interestingly sell USD forward when
exports generate future USD receivables.
Foreign currency claims and liabilities instead
of hedging a net position is not surprising when
considering that the maturities of trade credits
from exports and imports differ substantially.

6
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natural hedging may still render firms
vulnerable to currency fluctuations.

increase in purchases of FX derivatives in the
same month.

The disagreement in timing between payables
and receivables in foreign currency, and their
interaction with domestic currency obligations,
opens for firms the need to use financial
hedges of gross transactions and underscores
the importance of liquidity and the FX
derivatives markets. Forwards are firms most
traded FX-derivative & second most used
derivatives are swaps (both cross-currency and
FX swaps) of purchases (sales) by nonfinancial firms. The sectors using FX
derivatives the most are retail trade, farming,
electricity, water supply and gas, non-metallic
manufacturing, financial intermediation, mining
and transport and communication.

Sushil Kumar Tiwari
Faculty, STC IRT Panchkula
---------------------------------------------------------------

General Banking
Financial Inclusion & Digital Push
Financial inclusion relates to connecting
marginalized and the underprivileged in the
society to the mainstream economy, by means
of providing financial literacy and access to
banking and financial services. It is a
multidimensional approach that involves
bringing on board various stakeholders from
the government and the people. India, with a
population of more than 1.3 billion, has a large
number of people who are still out of the formal
financial net. As per the World Bank, about half
of India’s population is financially excluded.

Firms involved in international trade and/or
holding foreign currency debt are exposed to
the currency risk & are not naturally hedged, as
they do not match their payables and
receivables in foreign currency .Firms using FX
derivatives are larger and firms in trade tend to
hedge larger amounts & gross positions means
payables and receivables separately rather
than net FX currency .If payables and
receivables in foreign currency have
significantly different maturities, it could be
difficult from a management point of view to
align these flows.

Although the situation has improved
considerably over time, owing to the major
banking and economic reforms undertaken in
recent years, there still exists both a great need
and the potential to tap into this unbanked
population and bring them into the financial net.
In a diverse country like India, financial
inclusion is a critical part of the development
process. Since independence, the combined
efforts of successive governments, private
institutions, and the civil society have helped in
increasing the financial-inclusion net in the
country. There has been an emphasis to

The different maturity between trade credit from
imports and exports and foreign currency debt
suggests that it would be difficult for firms to
carry out operational hedging. This type of
hedging would imply significant managerial
skills and planning to match the maturities of
multiple contracts. Foreign debt is not
correlated with sales of FX derivatives. As
expected, trade credit from imports is strongly
related to buying dollars forward. one percent
increase in imports correlates with a 0.15%
7
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private institutions did not engage with the poor
as customers on a significant scale. This has
now changed, and there has been an active
participation of the private players, as they
have also realized that bringing the poor into
the financial net is beneficial to their business
models as well.

provide last-mile connectivity of banks and
other financial institutions.
In recent times, the biggest fillip to the efforts of
financial inclusion has come from Digital India.
Various initiatives under Digital India, like easy
banking facilities for all, simplification of
procedures relating to financial instruments like
Permanent Account Number (PAN), unique
identification process of Aadhaar, simplification
of tax procedures through the goods and
services tax (GST), etc, have contributed
significantly to the efforts of financial inclusion
in the country.

Traditionally, institutions
like the Reserve Bank of
India (RBI) and National
Bank for Agriculture and
Rural Development (NABARD) have taken
initiatives to promote financial inclusion. These
include the opening of bank branches in remote
areas, issuing Kisan Credit Cards (KCC) using
information technology to spread awareness
and literacy, linkage of self-help groups (SHGs)
with banks, increasing the number of
automated teller machines (ATMs) and
business correspondents, increasing credit
facilities and insurance covers for the
marginalized people, among others.

There is a deep impact of Digital initiatives, in
converting traditional manual procedures of
availing government services into electronic
ones. Besides, the impact of Digital India on
important sectors, such as direct and indirect
taxation structures, banking institutions, and
delivery of government schemes is worth
mentioning.

Digital India and the Reliance on
Technology
The concept of Digital India is driven by the
idea that a large country like India cannot afford
to rely on traditional public service delivery
mechanisms. With limited resources and a
huge population to cater to, the use of
technology has been ramped up in order to
provide government facilities to maximum
numbers of people, and, in the process,
improving transparency and accountability.

Financial Inclusion and the Evolving
Scenario
The concept of financial inclusion has evolved
over a period, and has been studied by
policymakers and researchers. India has
developed its financial ecosystem and has
brought about major changes to increase the
last-mile connectivity of financial services to its
people. The intent has been to provide the
underprivileged and marginalized access to
financial resources to improve their lives. It has
been observed that financial inclusion has the
potential to reduce poverty, create jobs, among
others.

The expectations of citizens with regards to the
government include on-demand availability of
public services, single-window online platforms,
one-point
help
centres, and
effective
communication and alerts. Digital India aims to
meet these expectations by building electronic
portals for service delivery, creating necessary
support infrastructure, integrating government

The lack of inclusive growth, due to large
inequalities in economic and/or social realms,
often translate into inequalities in terms of
opportunities, leading to huge disparities in the
critical sectors of health and education. Earlier,
8
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services and databases, and enhancing the
skills of the stakeholders through awareness
programmes and trainings. These measures
are being implemented in the Income Tax
Department, Central Board of Indirect Taxes
and Customs, postal department, banks and
public sector units, among others.

approach through which existing digital
platforms, infrastructure, human resources, and
policy frameworks are strengthened. More
importantly, human resources should be
leveraged by skilling and positively engaging
with them to achieve the last-mile connectivity
of financial institutions.

Bottlenecks and Major Challenges
There is no doubt that India has significantly
improved the financial inclusion of the
marginalised sections, and Digital India has
turned out to be an important intervention.
However, the digital divide is too wide and
there exist many bottlenecks and challenges
which need immediate attention.

Dipali Chandra
AGM & Principal, Staff College Lucknow
---------------------------------------------------------------

Account Aggregator system
The Account Aggregator platform allows the
data of individuals to be collected, with their
consent, and shared among financial
institutions. This enables the institutions to
better understand potential customers and
tailor their services accordingly.

The most common barriers to the digital
financial inclusion include the non-availability of
suitable financial products, lack of skills among
the stakeholders to use digital services,
infrastructural issues, teething problems
between various systems, and low-income
consumers who are not able to afford the
technology required to access digital services.

In September 2021, a new technology
infrastructure Account Aggregator (AA) was
launched at a virtual event. Believed to be a
game-changer for opening up access to
financial data of individual and business
customers, it quickly saw eight major banks
joining the AA network. These included State
Bank of India, ICICI Bank, Axis Bank, IDFC
First Bank, Kotak Mahindra Bank, HDFC Bank,
IndusInd Bank and Federal Bank.

Another challenge to digital financial inclusion
arises from the attitude of the stakeholders. For
instance, take the case of Jan Dhan bank
accounts. When the scheme was launched in
2015, banks were given ambitious targets to
open accounts for the marginalized. This has
resulted in the opening of many dormant
accounts which never saw actual banking
transactions. All such activities incur costs on
the institutions, and thus, huge operative costs
only proved to be detrimental to the actual
objective. To avoid these counterproductive
outcomes, it is important that all stakeholders
participate in such programmes with proper
intent and not just for the sake of it.

What it is and how it works
According to Sahamati, which is a collective of
AA ecosystem, AAs are NBFCs licensed by
RBI, that act like a bridge, to collect data from,
financial information providers that hold an
individual’s personal financial data like banks,
and share the data with, financial information
users like lending agencies or wealth
management companies that provide financial
services to the individual.

In conclusion, for the success of digital
initiatives, there has to be a multidimensional
9
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Third, after consent is provided, the account
aggregator seeks permission from the financial
data providers to access the customer's data.
And finally, the data is sent to the account
aggregator, which, in turn, empowers lenders to
better evaluate the customer's financial profile
and risk associated with providing a loan.

In simple terms, the AA platform allows
the data of individuals to be collected, with
their consent and shared among financial
institutions.
This helps the institutions build a better
understanding of potential customers and tailor
their services accordingly. It also enables the
free flow of data between banks and financial
service providers.

The need for Account Aggregators:
With the improved access to data, pressing
financial needs such as small-size loans for
MSMEs and affordable micro-insurance could
potentially be better met with the help of the AA
framework.

The AA network explained: The AA network
features financial institutions such as banks,
NBFCs, NBFC-AAs, third-party services and
others.
Banks act as financial data providers, lenders
act as financial data seekers, NBFC-AAs act
as mediums of communication between banks
and lenders, and third-party service providers
work with AAs.

So far, HDFC Bank and Axis Bank have been
using the framework to provide auto loans, and
IndusInd Bank has been using it for personal
finance management.
Four NBFCs, namely Finvu, OneMoney, CAMS
Finserv and NESL, have received operational
licences
while PhonePe,
Perfios,
and
Yodlee have received in-principle approval.

First, an individual or business opens an
account with an account aggregator. Then, they
create a funnel for their financial data by linking
their bank accounts, insurance policies, etc —
which are accounts containing the customer's
financial data.

For MSMEs, which collectively face a credit
gap, providing improved access to their
financial data can help bring more visibility
towards their creditworthiness. As a majority of
MSMEs are largely outside the scope of formal
credit due to the lack of transparent and
accessible financial records, the AA framework
can help regulate, digitise and simplify the
process of opening up access to financial data.

Second, the customer can provide consent to a
lender to access their financial data through the
NBFC-AA. This usually happens when the
customer is looking for a loan or some other
financial product that requires their financial
information to be collated.

10
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disaster, and achieve rapid and effective
recovery.

Consequently, this improved access can help
lenders better meet the MSMEs' financial
needs.

As a country, India is no stranger to disasters.
From floods to earthquakes or cyclones, India
has constantly experienced a series of natural
disasters.

Role of the regulator:
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has mandated
banks, NBFCs, insurance firms and other
financial institutions to share customer data in a
structured manner with account aggregators.
According to RBI Deputy Governor, "AAs
enable secure, consented data flows while
protecting user privacy. In conjunction with
other platforms like the Unified Payment
Interface, Account Aggregator creates in India
the most cutting-edge digital financial
infrastructure in the world.”

Disasters can be critical to organisations in the
extremely important BFSI (banking, financial
services and insurance) sector, as the impact
of downtime can have serious consequences.
A comprehensive disaster recovery plan that
ensures business continuity is hence vital.

The RBI has also mandated that the data
cannot be monetised, and that data flowing
through the AA platforms should be deleted
after a specific period of time. Further, the data
is encrypted to prevent any form of leakage or
exploitation.

Downtime can also be caused due to cyber
attacks, which has spiked recently. NTT’s 2021
Global Threat Intelligence Report states that in
2020, as organisations raced to offer more
virtual, remote access through the use of client
portals,
application-specific
and
webapplication attacks increased, accounting for 67
per cent of all attacks.

Chandan Kumar Ray
Faculty, Staff College Lucknow
---------------------------------------------------------------

Disaster Recovery as a Service
(DRaaS)

This makes it imperative for every organisation
in the BFSI sector to understand and create the
required approach to implement resilience so
that the principles of “Predictive Intelligence”,
which include incident prevention, detection,
response, recovery and restoration. In the
context of business continuity, RTO and RPO
are important. Recovery Point Objective (RPO)
refers to the maximum acceptable data loss in
terms of time, and Recovery Time Objective
(RTO) denotes the amount of time between an
outage and the restoration of operations.

Disaster Management can be defined as
the organization and management of resources
and responsibilities for dealing with all
humanitarian aspects of emergencies, in
particular preparedness, response and
recovery in order to lessen the impact of
disasters.
Disaster management aims to reduce, or avoid
the potential losses from hazards, assure
prompt and appropriate assistance to victims of
11
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The most crucial part is the capability to access
information from any part of the world.

The speed at which businesses are supposed
to act today makes it important for
organisations to ensure that their disaster
recovery process is also fast. The traditional
disaster recovery process involves setting up
an alternative DR site, which requires
infrastructure from power to cooling to IT
equipment.

This allows enterprises to even launch a DR
site from even their mobile phone. For smaller
organisations that do not have the financial
capability to create a DR site, the DRaaS
option gives firms a level-playing field as the
organisation has to pay only when the DR
option is used.

Configuration is another huge challenge, as the
applications and the networks have to be tested
thoroughly to ensure that the alternative DR
site works seamlessly, in case of a disaster at
the primary site.

Enhanced security: Managed service providers
who give the DRaaS option can include
encryption on cloud-based backups, which
ensures security of data and reduces the
chances of data loss. This is also useful in the
current scenario, where there are more remote
workers accessing corporate applications.

In current times,
thanks to the
cloud,
Disaster
Recovery as a
Service (DRaaS),
is a powerful option, as it helps enterprises
achieve the balance of a fast disaster recovery
solution, but at a lower cost. Some of the key
reasons why an enterprise should consider
DRaaS, include:

A DR automation tool, which is a crucial
component of DRaaS, is of great advantage in
the Covid-19 situation, where organisations
have been asked to work with minimal staff. In
the digital age, business continuity planning is a
must have capability, which can be gained by
using DRaaS.

Lesser probability of errors: In the case of
DRaaS, every process is automated, and
hence, replication of data is efficient as
compared to, say, a manual process, which has
the probability of errors. DRaaS also gives
organisations the ability to consistently repeat
the testing process for determining the
reliability of their DR process. This is made
possible, thanks to lower testing costs. It is a
win-win situation for organisations.

Soumya Prakash Behera
Faculty-in-Charge, STC Vijayawada
---------------------------------------------------------------

Tokenisation of Card transactions
Benchmarking India’s Payment
Systems
Going forward, Vision 2021 envisages
achieving a ‘highly digital’ and ‘cash-lite’ society
through the goalposts of competition, cost,
convenience and confidence, thus empowering
every citizen with an access to a bouquet of epayment options. The Reserve Bank has
endeavoured to ensure that India has ‘state-ofthe-art’ payment and settlement systems that
are not just safe and secure, but are also

Faster availability: As every component can be
mapped in a disaster recovery tool, critical
information related to the operating system,
network information, security policies or
application-related data can be quickly
replicated in an offsite DR site and made live.
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authorised PAs nor the merchants on-boarded
by them can store customer card credentials
within their database or server.

efficient, fast and affordable. Cards constitute
an important form of payment: credit and debit
cards are used by a large section of public.
Enhanced safety and security of transactions
performed using these cards is achieved by
use of the Additional Factor of Authentication
(AFA), generation of transaction alerts via
SMS/e-mail.

Under payments and settlement systems, the
annual turnover under total retail payments has
increased to 3523 million in volume during
2019-20 from 1563 million during 2017-18. Of
which, the card payments has reached to 7301
million in volume during 2019-20 from 4748
million during 2017-18. In terms of value, the
credit and debit card payments have reached to
15357 billion during 2019-20 from 91903 billion.

While performing a card transaction, a
customer either enters the card details
manually (for e-commerce transactions) or
swipes/dips the card at a Point of Sale (POS)
terminal. In the process, the card holder’s data
could be at risk and susceptible to misuse by
fraudsters. In view of stakeholder feedback in
terms of security, Reserve Bank of India has
recently decided to extend the scope of
tokenisation to include consumer devices–
laptops, desktops, wearables (wrist watches,
bands), Internet of Things (IoT) devices, etc.

Tokenisation:
Tokenisation is a process whereby a card’s 16digit Primary Account Number (PAN) is
replaced with a unique alternate code (called
as ‘token’). Tokenisation is performed using the
token, instead of the actual card data being
sought or captured at the merchant’s end.
Reserve Bank has permitted all authorised card
networks to offer tokenisation services,
irrespective of app provider and use

RBI’s directive:
RBI has been encouraging innovation in
payment systems and simultaneously focusing
on the safety and security of individual
transactions. Reserve Bank decided, as a onetime measure, to extend the timeline for nonbank payment aggregators (PAs) by six
months, i.e., till December 31, 2021 to enable
the payment system providers and participants
to put in place workable solutions, such as
tokenization. This directive is issued under
Section 10 (2) read with Section 18 of Payment
and Settlement Systems Act, 2007 (Act 51 of
2007).

case, subject to certain conditions and
responsibilities listed therein. There is no
relaxation in the extant instructions for AFA.
Registration for tokenisation service is purely
voluntary for customers and they need not pay
any charges for availing this service. For the
present, this facility shall be offered through
mobile phones/ tablets. The circular provides a
framework related to tokenisation, detokenisation service; certification of systems of
card issuers/acquirers, token requestors and
their app, etc.; registration by customer; secure

Reserve Bank insists on safety and security of
card transactions, including the mandate for
Additional Factor of Authentication (AFA) / PIN
entry shall be applicable for tokenised card
transactions also. The ultimate responsibility for
the card tokenisation services rendered rests
with the authorised card networks. Neither the
13
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Terms & Conditions:
Tokenisation and de-tokenisation shall be
performed only by the authorised card network
and recovery of original Primary Account
Number (PAN) should be feasible for the
authorised card network only.

storage of tokens; customer service and
dispute resolution; and safety and security of
transactions

Adequate safeguards shall be put in place to
ensure that PAN cannot be found out from the
token and vice versa, by anyone except the
card network. Integrity of token generation
process shall be ensured at all times.

Tokenisation – de-tokenisation service:
Tokenisation refers to replacement of actual
card details with an unique alternate code
called the ‘token’, which shall be unique for a
combination of card, token requestor and
identified device. This initiative is expected to
make card transactions more safe, secure and
convenient for a specific use case. This
permission extends to all use cases / channels
[e.g., Near Field Communication (NFC) /
Magnetic Secure Transmission (MST) based
contactless transactions, in-app payments, QR
code-based payments, etc.] or token storage
mechanisms (cloud, secure element, trusted
execution environment, etc.). The process of
Conversion of the token back to actual card
details is known as de-tokenisation.

Tokenisation and de-tokenisation requests
should be logged by the card network and
available for retrieval, if required.
Actual card data, token and other relevant
details shall be stored in a secure mode. Token
requestors shall not store PAN or any other
card detail.
Registration by customer:
Registration of card on token requestor’s app
shall be done only with explicit customer
consent through Additional Factor of
Authentication (AFA) and not by way of a
forced/default/ automatic selection of check
box, radio button, etc as per extant Reserve
Bank instructions for authentication of card
transactions.

Benefit of tokenisation:
A tokenised card transaction is considered
safer as the actual card details are not shared
with the merchant during transaction
processing.

Customers shall have option to register / deregister their card for a particular use case, i.e.,
contactless, QR code based, in-app payments,
etc. Customers shall be given option to set and
modify per transaction and daily transaction
limits for tokenised card transactions.

Stakeholders in a tokenisation transaction:
In a tokenised card transaction, parties /
stakeholders involved are merchant, the
merchant’s acquirer, card payment network,
token requestor, issuer and customer.
However, an entity, other than those indicated,
may also participate in the transaction.

Suitable velocity checks (i.e., how many such
transactions will be allowed in a day/week
/month) may be put in place by card issuers /
card network as considered appropriate, for
tokenised card transactions.
14
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Card network shall ensure monitoring to detect
any malfunction, anomaly, suspicious
behaviour or the presence of unauthorized
activity within the tokenisation process, and
implement a process to alert all stakeholders.
Based on risk perception, etc., card issuers
may decide whether to allow cards issued by
them to be registered by a token requestor.

For performing any transaction, the customer
shall be free to use any of the cards registered
with the token requestor app.
Based on risk perception, etc., card issuers
may decide whether to allow cards issued by
them to be registered by a token requestor.
Request for Tokenisation:
The card holder can get the card tokenised by
initiating a request on the app provided by the
token requestor. The token requestor will
forward the request to the card network which,
with the consent of the card issuer, will issue a
token corresponding to the combination of the
card, the token requestor, and the device.

Dr. A.Jayakumar,
Faculty-in-charge, STC, Trichy
---------------------------------------------------------------

Book Reviews of the Month
Name of the Book: Before Marketing in
Social Media
Reviewed by: Avdesh Kumar, Faculty, Staff
College, Lucknow

Charges: No charges should be recovered
from the customer for availing this service.

About the Author:
Logesh Manoharan is a Sales & Marketing
expert. He always thinks in terms of "How can I
solve this problem", since this has been his
style throughout his career, his search for
finding answers to most pressing questions
added values to his customer's pain point and
identified a strategic solution. Passion, Focus,
Intensity, and being loyal are all characteristics
that have enabled him to achieve success
inside and outside of the office. End-of-the-day
he is dealing with humans.

Limit option & usage:
Customers have the option to set and modify
per transaction and daily transaction limits for
tokenised card transactions. A customer can
request for tokenisation of his / her card on any
number of devices. A customer can request for
tokenisation of any number of cards. For
performing a transaction, the customer shall be
free to use any of the cards registered with the
token requestor app.
Payment System Operators:
The Clearing Corporation of India Ltd., National
Payments Corporation of India., American
Express Banking Corp., USA., Visa Worldwide
Pte. Limited, Fast Encash Money Transfer
Services Ltd., MoneyGram Payment Systems
Inc, USA, Amazon Pay (India) Private Limited.,
Pay Point India Network Private Limited, etc.

He is a very humorous and emotional
storyteller which created resonance and
engaged his Customer in his whole selling
journey. With his refined skill set, he brings
Customer-Centric mindfulness that enabled
them to change and act. “What next” is my
curiosity which drives me to be a lifelong
learner?

Safety and security of transactions:
Card network shall put in place a mechanism to
ensure that the transaction request has
originated from an “identified device”.

He is Specialized in Market Research, Lead
Generation, Demand Generation, Sales
15
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Marketing Method(Social Medio Marketing,
Search Engine Optimization, Pay Per Click,
Inbound Marketing and Google Analytic). In
Second Chapter, the author clarified about
“Know your purpose”. He expresses solution
for purpose is SMART (Specific, Measurable,
Achievable, Relevant and Time bound)
approach. He talks about 3 factors that
influence Brand Awareness marketing
campaigns viz Why, Your Journey and
Customer’s problem. In Third Chapter, the
author talks about customer and the needs of
customer is vital to developing a successful
product. Well-defined customers will enable
you to efficiently identify and communicate user
needs. Customers will also help to describe
individuals who use product and which is
essential to overall value proposition. In the
fourth and final chapter the author asks the
reader to come out of one comfort zone and
find the uniqueness. Every business is unique.

Management, Process Improvements, Brand
Strategy, CRM, Event Management, Growing
Start-Up Organizations, Leading Acquisitions
and Nurturing. He also enjoys cooking, biking,
singing, and writing. He lives in Coimbatore,
India.
Book Review:
This book focused on adoptability of changes
and transforming into Marketing in social
media. Nowadays people are bombarded with
a lot of information in this Digital World on a
daily basis. Competition is increasing, options
to customers are increasing, and technology is
disrupting the business. This is the time where
we need to come out of our over thinking and
take action - Get adapted to any situation and
create a Profitable Business Model.
Technology is taking over each and every
industry just like it is permeating in our day-today lives. Following the influence of technology,
modern marketing has completely changed the
way in which marketers’ brand and market their
organizations. Digital marketing is continuously
evolving, opening up new opportunities every
day. As technology is introducing new
communication channels and tools, the cost to
experiment new methods is getting lower. As a
business, whether B2B or B2C, if something
doesn’t work move on and try something else.
But make sure you understand the significance
of innovation.

Conclusion: Marketing in social media is the
most exciting in present banking trend. It is the
heartbeat of every successful banking
business, how it is planned before
implementation of any strategy and one of them
is “Before Marketing in Social Media”. It is
continually changing in response to the
explosion of information, the expansion of
technology, and the aggressiveness of
competition, at all levels and everywhere.
Fortunately, like before marketing in social
media skill can be learnt by practice and
experimentation. The key is to do best, best
and best. Success is the matter today,
tomorrow and forever.

This book is divided into four chapters. Logesh
Manoharan, the Author of the book pointed out
in First chapter that First know one own
position in digital market which depends on
various social media. He also motivated to
adopt Digital Marketing and how digitally
influenced oneself. He also explained benefit
over traditional marketing Method (Radio, TV,
Trade show, Exhibition, News Papers/
Magazines and direct E-mail) Vs Digital

In the end, the book is recommended because
it is well written and interesting and true-toprofessional life, and there is lots of content
about new trends of business market. I also
observed that number of pages may be
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His second book ‘Healing is the new high’
published in 2021, is a guide to overcome
emotional turmoil and finding freedom. It has
become popular and attracted good rating. In
this book the author helps us to achieve inner
healing by letting go of past and be free from
trauma, in order to live in the present. He
developed inner healing techniques to free from
his troubled past and heal his emotional pain.

increased to make it more detailed and
interesting.
Management lessons for Bankers
 Be Customer centric
 Adopt Changes at the time of
launching New Products
 Adopt New Mode of Business
 Prepare user friendly products
 Adopt Uniqueness in Products
 Unique Selling Point (USP)
 Create preference and brand affinity
 Always focus on Target

Book Review: The book is about self healing.
We do not need a guru or course to guide us.
We need to practice self healing techniques
demonstrated in this book to treat emotional
pain and trauma. The basic principle used here
is to raise our vibrations. This is the energy
that will take us through and radiate to the
outside world.

Author
: Logesh Manoharan
Publisher
: Notion Press
Year of Publication : 2021
Cost Price
: Rs.244/No. of Pages
: 67
---------------------------------------------------------------

As per the author, inner healing is the act of
letting go of past, creating a new, empowering
belief system for ourselves and embracing the
unknowns of the future with the confidence that
we are strong and capable, whatever comes on
our way. Trauma is the emotional and
psychological pain out of some experience,
with which we live even now. Trauma may be
very subtle.

Name of the Book: Healing is the New High
Reviewed by: G Agila, Faculty, S T C Noida
About the Author: Vex King is a social media
mind coach with big follower group in
Instagram, Facebook and Twitter. He is the
author of # 1 Sunday times, Good vibes only.
His past was very challenging and
troublesome. Having lost his father at a very
early stage, he took inspiration from his mother
to come up. He believed that self care is the
new self help. He has written his first book
“Good Vibes, Good Life” in 2018 and it had
great response from the public. It was about
how self love is the key to unlock greatness.

Any emotional, humiliating experiences may
get settled deeply into us causing emotional
wounds. Any kind of treatment or medication
will give us a temporary relief, which the author
quotes as false high. The real high is the
sustainable relief from our pain, whether it is
emotional, physical or spiritual. He recalls the
saying ‘Hurt people hurt people’ and believes
that ‘Healed people heal people ‘and he has
worked on this throughout this book.

In 2012 he was learning about vibrations and
energy and he felt that higher states of
vibrations will manifest good life and after
realizing this he started twitter page. He then
wrote the above book, as a lifelong guide to the
readers.

First we have to be ready for this journey. We
have to identify the hurt or pain which we have
been hiding or confronting. We have to accept
the possibility of our mistakes. We have to
17
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work in harmony with each other so that one
can feel rich with energy and positivity.

commit ourselves for this healing, patiently
follow the simple steps in this book to embrace
inner strength and confidence.

It takes us to work with our physical body,
raising our vibrations, recognize our self, ignite
us with positivity and succeed in inner healing.
Trauma or pain or stress affects all seven
bodies and healing cannot take place if only
one body is healed. We have to work with all
seven bodies which are inter-connected and
allow new connections between them. Relaxing
physically, changing the limited belief systems,
training the mind, meditation, accepting
ourselves, trust or hope, are the techniques
discussed by the author with simple practices.
In the present fast changing world with lack of
time to take care of ourselves this book is the
right choice for overcoming the stress and bring
in the positive vibrations by healing our own
self.

Many yoga centres exist to teach us physical
yoga. But awareness of yoga philosophy is
more important than yoga. Thus the book is an
experience of healing through the layers of the
self using simple yogic principles and
techniques. These practices are simple, easy to
adopt and can produce excellent results.
This book consists of eight chapters, namely
how many bodies, start with the body you
know, what is your vibe, Go back in time, work
with you in a new way, who are you, when your
fire burns, you are free. The author refers
seven bodies that make up our own self,
physical body and other subtle bodies.
The seven bodies referred are as follows:
1. The physical body
2. The etheric body: where our emotions and
emotional experiences are stored
3. The astral body: This is associated with
reason, intellect, logical thinking
4. The mental body: This is a step beyond
mental body. It is all about intuition and deeper
mental power
5. The spiritual body: This is about connection
to our true self
6. The cosmic body: This is about going
beyond the self and feel connected to
everything around us
7. The nirvanic body: This body is where we
experience ultimate freedom, a true sense of
liberation.

Management Lessons for Bankers
 Banking job is very demanding with
new technologies and products
emerging every day. Bankers are
required to be fully conversant with all
new developments to satisfy the ever
demanding customers. Even during
this pandemic bankers have to attend
office and customers. This book helps
to maintain emotional stability, to have
control over our reactions to any
triggers, reduce stress in the job as
well as personal life.
 We are a part of fast developing world
with many challenges especially during
the present pandemic situation. Many
have lost their kith and kin. Economy is
in recession and bankers are striving
hard to adapt to various schemes of
the government to boost our economy.
This book enables simple practices, to

The author works through all these layers. All
these bodies are to be healthy and cared, for
our whole self to be vibrant. This book uses all
the bodies in framework to move through
healing process, without neglecting those areas
we often ignore. All these layers of body to
18
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(three months from the date of their issue) in
terms of extant guidelines issued by RBI.

create positive thinking and vibrations,
with little efforts and time, thereby,
healing our emotional stress whether
personal or official and to move on with
confidence and strength.

In this connection, all the Branches are advised
to accept for clearing and honour e-Allahabad
Bank cheques issued on or before 30.09.2021.

 Bankers do multi tasking and hence
require clarity and energy to execute
the tasks. As both physical and
emotional well being is interconnected,
this book gives simple methods to
nurture positive energy. Everyone’s life
is not easy and everyone has
undergone some stress or trauma in
the past or in the present. Self healing,
realization and recuperation are
required to overcome the difficult
situations and remain stable, which in
turn will give enough confidence to
perform our duties in the assigned
job..As a banker, communication with
customers and among staff will
improve if we emit positive vibrations.

Under no circumstances, cheques issued after
30.09.2021 will be entertained for internal
transactions as well as for clearing.
Please advise customers to obtain new cheque
books through any one of the below mentioned
channels:
1. Internet Banking
2. Mobile Banking
3. Visit to Home Branch
(Circular Ref: ADMIN - 69 dated 30.09.2021)
--------------------------------------------------------------Knowledge Bank Published by

 Change in our thinking will change our
words and ultimately our actions. If we
want change in others we need to
change. We need to be at peace to
accomplish everything required of us.
Author
: Vex King
Publisher
: Hay House
Year of Publication : 2021
Cost Price
: Rs.370/No. of Pages
: 287
---------------------------------------------------------------
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DO YOU KNOW?
Validity of e-Allahabad Bank Cheques
As per RBI directions, e-Allahabad Bank
cheques issued by the customers for payment
on or before 30.09.2021 will be accepted,
subject to usual procedures, as per their validity
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